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ASSETS AND LIABILITIES SUMMARY ($ millions) 

AS AT DECEMBER 31
 2008 2007
Net investments $ 1,972 $ 2,502
Net receivable  15  8
Net assets  1,987  2,510
Actuarial adjustment for
   fluctuation in fair value of net assets  198  17
   
Actuarial value of net assets  2,185  2,527
Actuarial deficiency  1,055  536
Accrued pension liability $ 3,240 $ 3,063
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ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
ACTUARIAL VALUE OF NET ASSETS
ACCRUED PENSION LIABILITY
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The UAPP’s 2008 Annual Report
The UAPP’s Annual Report for the year 2008 has been released and this issue of the Communiqué 
provides financial, statistical and other summary highlights of the Report.  The full Annual Report is 
available on the UAPP website www.uapp.ca under Publications.
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Financial Position of the Plan
The Plan’s Assets
The value of the Plan’s assets was $1,987 million at the 
end of 2008. This is a large decline from the Fund value of 
$2,510 million a year ago. The main reason for the decline was the 
negative return of 20.4% in 2008. 2008 was the first negative year 
after five consecutive positive years in which the Fund earned a 
compound annual return of 11%. While the decline in Fund value 
was primarily attributable to investment performance, benefit 
payments and expenses also exceeded contributions received by 
$15 million.

The negative Fund return reflected the difficult financial markets 
and disappointing economic conditions in 2008. Deteriorating 
market conditions and slowing economic growth carried over 
from 2007 into 2008. By the end of the summer in 2008, capital 
markets severely re-priced credit and equities across all markets. 
The Canadian equity market reached a high of 15,154.77 in 
June of 2008 and hit a low of 7,647.11 in November, a level 
not seen since September of 2003. This dramatic collapse in the 
Canadian equity market was mirrored by public equity markets 
across the globe. In the US, the spread in yield between the 
US treasury bonds and seasoned AAA bonds, as measured by 
Moody’s, increased from 159 basis points at the beginning of 
the year to 263 basis points by the end of the year. This increase 
in credit spreads, or the interest differential between risky and 
risk-free bonds, impacted the price and availability of credit 
throughout the economy. 2008 saw extreme price swings in other 
areas as well. The price of oil opened the year at US$90, hit a high 
of US$140 and then declined to US$48 by yearend. The Canadian 
dollar, after trading at a premium relative to the US dollar in 
the closing months of 2007, dropped to 81 cents US at the end 
of 2008.

The Fund’s performance was hurt by equity markets which 
declined anywhere from 22% to 42.2% across the globe. The 

impact of the decline in foreign markets was dampened to some 
degree by the Fund’s unhedged exposure to the US dollar as 
the Canadian dollar declined 19% against the US dollar. Fixed 
income returns provided little cushion against falling equity 
markets. Government bonds had modest returns and corporate 
bonds, because of widening of credit spreads, had poor returns. 
Real estate, mortgages and private income returns were relatively 
strong but the Fund did not have enough of these assets to offset 
significantly the decline in equity markets.

Active management by AIMCo also detracted value from the 
Fund performance. AIMCo had added value over the years 
through credit exposure in the Fund. The sudden and large 
widening of credit spreads in 2008 hurt the Fund’s performance 
as credit exposures were marked down.

The Plan’s assets are also calculated on an actuarial value basis. The 
Fund uses a 3-year averaging of the differences between the rates 
of return assumed in the actuarial valuation and the market rates 
of return as described in Note 2(c) of the Financial Statements for 
calculating the actuarial value of the assets. The actuarial value of 
the Fund declined to $2,185 million in 2008 from $2,527 million 
at December 31, 2007. At the end of 2008, the actuarial value of 
the Fund is $198 million higher than the market value.

In order to reduce the impact of volatility of the Fund’s market 
returns, the Plan uses the actuarial value of assets in determining 
funding and contribution requirements. It means that the Fund 
would build up a “smoothing reserve” in better-than-expected 
markets (2003-2006) and a “smoothing deficit” in worse-than-
expected markets. After the last two years of poor markets, the 
Plan has a “smoothing deficit”. This deficit will have to be made 
up by future market performance of the Fund.

 December 31, 2008 December 31, 2007

($ millions) Pre-92 Service Post-91 Service Total Service Pre-92 Service Post-91 Service Total Service

Fair Value of Net Assets 851.7 1,134.8 1,986.5 1,179.3 1,330.7 2,510.0
Actuarial Adjustment 85.5 113.2 198.7 6.8 10.7 17.5
Actuarial Value of Net Assets 937.2 1,248.0 2,185.2 1,186.1 1,341.4 2,527.5
Accrued Pension Liability 1,689.7 1,551.0 3,240.7 1,687.4 1,375.9 3,063.3
Actuarial Deficiency (752.5) (303.0) (1,055.5) (501.3) (34.5) (535.8)
Funded Ratio on Actuarial Basis 55.5% 80.5% 67.4% 70.3% 97.5% 82.5%

SMOOTHING RESERVE OVER 10 YEARS
(ACTUARIAL ADJUSTMENT) ($ millions)
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The Plan’s Liabilities
The Plan’s accrued liabilities as of December 31, 2008 are 
estimated at $3,240.7 million, a growth of 5.8% over the 
December 31, 2007 liability estimate of $3,063 million. The 2007 
and 2008 liability numbers are based on an extrapolation by the 
actuary using the assumptions and methods employed in the 
December 31, 2006 valuation. Every actuarial valuation uses a 
number of assumptions about economic (inflation, interest rates, 
wage rates, equity risk premium, etc.) and demographic (life 
expectancy, termination rates) factors.

The valuation is used to establish the current service cost (the cost 
of an incremental year of service) as a percentage of payroll and 
the value of the accrued obligations to determine the unfunded 
liability and the additional contributions required to cover it. 
Unfunded liabilities can emerge if the Plan’s actual experience is 
worse than assumed either on asset returns or on the growth of 
the liability.

The last full actuarial valuation was completed as at 
December 31, 2006. The Board is undertaking a new valuation 
based on Plan data as at December 31, 2008. The assumptions 
used in the 2006 valuation will be reviewed by the Board in light 
of the historical experience of the Plan and the advice of the 
Plan’s actuary.

The Plan’s Funded Ratio
Due to a lower-than-assumed return on assets and the increase 
in the liability as extrapolated by the actuary, the Plan’s funded 
ratio on a market-value basis in 2008 declined to 61.3% from 
81.9% in 2007. The funded ratio on an actuarial-value-of-assets 
basis declined to 67.4% as compared to 82.5% reported in 2007. 
In terms of the pre-1992 and post-1991 periods of service, the 
funded status for the pre-1992 service is 55.5% while the funded 
status for the post-1991 service is 80.5%. The above funding ratios 
do not include the amount owed to the Plan by the Government 
of Alberta in respect of the liability for pre-1992 service. That 
amount is estimated to be about $225 million, about 13.3% of the 
pre-1992 liability or 7.0% of the total liability.

Funding is determined by actuarial valuations and, while the 
Employment Pension Plans Act requires the UAPP to perform 
an actuarial valuation at least once every three years to establish 
contributions rates, it has been the practice of the Board to 
undertake an actuarial valuation every two years. The next 
valuation will be as at December 31, 2008.
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ACTUARIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES ($ millions)
LIABILITY ADJUSTED ASSET MARKET VALUE

In order to shore up the Plan’s finances, the Board has chosen not 
to wait for the valuation but to act now to increase contributions 
to the Plan based on the estimated funded ratio. When the 
actuarial valuation is completed, the Board will be in a position to 
assess what further contribution rate increases may be necessary.

Looking to the Future
The UAPP’s benefits are based on final-average salary and have 
a built-in cost-of-living allowance equal to 60% of Alberta 
inflation. The UAPP Fund, in order to capture higher returns in 
the long term, is invested in a diversified portfolio across world 
markets. Since market returns are volatile, especially in the short 
term, and the UAPP benefits are pre-determined, some volatility 
in contribution rates is inevitable with the ups and downs of the 
capital markets, unless the Plan has a substantial surplus cushion.

Looking to the future, the liabilities of the Plan will continue to 
grow with inflation, growth in wages and improvements in life 
expectancy and as members accrue additional service each year. 
The present value of the liabilities, i.e., the money required to 
be set aside to meet and pay the future payments represented by 
these liabilities, depends on the discount rate or the rate expected 
to be earned by the Fund. The expectation for this rate tends to 
be pegged to prevailing long bond rates which have been quite 
low for the last several years and, with the monetary and fiscal 
stimulus currently provided by central banks and governments, 
can be expected to stay low in the near term. Back in 1993, long 
government of Canada bonds yielded over 7%. Today the same 
bond yields 3.5%. A 1% decline in the Plan’s discount rate, while 
holding inflation and wage rates constant, is estimated to increase 
current service costs by 3.5% of salary and add $421 million to the 
accrued liability. Based on return expectations of the Plan’s asset 
mix, the Plan uses a discount rate of 6.7%. Given the sensitivity of 
the Plan’s costs, even a one-half of 1% lower rate would increase 
the Plan’s costs and accrued liabilities substantially. To obtain a 
potentially higher rate of return, the Plan has to invest in equities. 
However, this comes with a higher risk that the Plan’s asset 
returns would deviate from the expected return and occasionally, 
as in 2008, very substantially.

...continued on back page
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The Board of Trustees
Universities Academic Pension Plan
#504, Park Plaza
10611 – 98 Avenue
Edmonton, AB   T5K 2P7www.uapp.ca

Questions About the Retirement Planner?  Call ACS/Buck at 1-866-709-2092 if you need help accessing the Retirement Planner, or for login or 
password inquiries.

Questions About Your Pension?  Call ACS/Buck at 1-866-709-2092, the Human Resources Department at your institution, or contact the Pension 
Officer at the UAPP Trustees’ Office at (780) 415-8868 or natalie.yamniuk@uapp.ca.

Comments?  If you recently used the services of any of the groups listed above on a matter related to the UAPP and would like to comment on the 
service you received, please feel free to write to us at www.uapp.ca and click on Feedback.

Are You New to the UAPP?  

Under the UAPP, members have two years from the time of becoming 
employed on a continuous basis to purchase periods of past eligible service. 
There are many rules regarding the eligibility and payment for past service. 
Interested members are encouraged to contact the Human Resource 
Department at their institution, or contact the Pension Officer at the 
UAPP Trustees’ Office at (780) 415-8868 or natalie.yamniuk@uapp.ca.

UAPP Retirement Planner Accessible  
Using Other Browsers
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10 YEAR RETURN ON CANADIAN STOCKS LESS 
10 YEAR RETURN ON LONG BONDS

RELATIVE 10 YR RETURN AVERAGE

On the asset side, the UAPP’s returns, like most other plans, critically depend on healthy markets. The near term outlook for markets remains 
cloudy. As we begin 2009, markets are still awaiting a strong, positive catalyst on the economic front to restore investor confidence and begin 
a recovery. Resolution of the credit crisis did not occur in 2008, and economic and market uncertainty has extended into 2009. Given the new 
appreciation of risk and the resulting declines in public equity markets, there is a possibility that the re-pricing of risk will be extended to 
real estate, infrastructure and private equity and that we will see weaker returns from these asset classes in 2009. So, there may still be more 
downside to come.

Looking at poor markets and a weak equity risk premium in recent years, one may extrapolate the current difficult conditions into the future. 
However, as indicated by the chart on the right, looking at 10 year holding periods, stocks since 1933 have outperformed long bonds over 70% 
of the time and, on average, stocks earned a premium of about 3.2%.

In response to the troubled financial institutions and the economic 
downturn, central banks and governments across the globe have 
announced massive monetary and fiscal stimuli. Short-term rates 
are extremely low; the US 90-day Treasury Bills ended 2008 with a 
yield of only 0.11%.

While people are trying to grapple with the historically bad news 
of 2008 and the uncertainty still surrounding the markets in 2009, 
it is perhaps important to remember that markets have been down 
before and, if history is any guide, they will turn up again.

To realize the reward of the Fund’s equity exposures, the Plan has 
to accept a long-term investment horizon and remain disciplined as 
it navigates through punishing short-term markets.

The Plan’s long-term health will begin to improve once financial 
markets settle down and begin to pay for the risk associated with 
the markets. In the meantime, the Board will continue to monitor developments and take action on the investment and contributions side as 
necessary to meet the funding requirements of the Plan in order to secure the benefits.

Looking to the Future continued...

Access to the UAPP Retirement Planner has been updated. The Planner 
now can also be accessed by users of Firefox and Safari browsers. This 
reflects the growing popularity of these other browsers.


